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Job Role

In this role you will be focusing on the development and implementation of our supervisory 
approach with Non Profit Organisations (NPOs). This will include ensuring our understanding of NPO 
risk is clearly established and high levels of engagement with NPOs and key stakeholders.  
 
This is an evolving sector and requires someone with a solid track record in in anti-money 
laundering/countering the financing of terrorism knowledge, skills and experience. This role also 
requires a proven track record in communication and a keen interest or experience in the NPO and 
charitable sectors. 

 Position type  

› Permanent contract 

› 37 hours per week  

› Reporting to Senior Manager New Regimes 

Team/Division 

This role is in our Supervision Team but requires collaboration with internal and external 

stakeholders, both locally and internationally, including the Government of Jersey, trade bodies, new 

businesses and their professional advisers.  

Your role and responsibilities 

Your responsibilities will include: 
› supporting the Senior Manager New Regimes in the implementation and development of our 

supervisory approach for NPOs and other emerging sectors as required  
› support the on boarding of NPOs and new and emerging sectors 
› collaboration with Jersey Charity Commissioner and other agencies to enable effective 

supervision 
› evolving an increased understanding of NPO sector, stakeholders and the associated risks  
› promting transparency and raising awareness with NPOs through outreach 
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› providing training and support on regulatory regimes and  AML/CFT requirements to 
stakeholders who may be unfamiliar with regulation 

› building strong relationships 

For this role you will need

 

› comprehensive knowledge of financial services in Jersey or a similar jurisdiction 
› AML/CFT knowledge, skills and experience 
› experience of supervisory work at a regulatory body (may be authorisationsor enforcement) is 

preferable 
› the soft skills essential to working with NPOs 
› an education to degree level, or equivalent professional qualification 
› a track record of delivering results through team work 
› to be self-motivated and an advocate of change  
› strong communication and stakeholder management skills 
› high levels of drive, energy and personal commitment to delivering success 
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